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• Favourable EX parameters  

• MPSOF Installation in compact station 

up to 85°C

• Good EMC behaviour

• Stable output voltage up to current 

limits

• Universal power supply units

 - about 80 - 270 VAC
 - about 110 - 300 VDV
           60/50Hz
 - Lo up to  300 µH
 - Co up to  50 µF

MPSD IA POWER SUPPLY

The MPSD is available with different output 
stages (maximum nominal currents 1.3A, 
1.7A, 2.0A, 2.5A). The supply voltage of the 
universal power supply unit (80-265 V AC) can 
be connected, depending on the mechanical 
design of the unit (zinc die-cast, type of 
protection d), via cable glands to terminals or  
preassembled via the PC 220 plug-in system. 
Supply voltage feedthrough is possible using 
a large adapter box or housing. Connection 

of the intrinsically safe circuit can also take 
place via cable gland or  ME11**d connector

MPSOF IA****  BUILT-IN POWER 
SUPPLY

Due to its type of 
construction (powder 
filling), the MPSQ 
power supply with EX 
parameters similar to 
those of the MPSQ is 
suitable for use as a 
built-in power supply 
in enclosures with the 
type of protection „e“. 
Based on this concept, 
compact power 
supplies for feeding 
several intrinsically 
safe circuits can be 
realised.

EX I  ia   POWER SUPPLY

EX I  ia  POWER SUPPLY

The MPSD universal power supply with 
favourable EX parameters Co 50 [μF], Lo 
250[μH] at Uo 12.3 and a nominal current 
of 1.3A is suitable for EX I intrinsically safe 
circuits.  
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he MPS_ia has a LCD display. Status 
information is displayed in plain text. The 
functions of the display can be controlled via 
the operating buttons. 

It also serves for changing operating 
parameters.  For diagnostic purposes, 
the MPS_ia has a data interface that can 
be connected to an interface of a MINING 
MASTER or via Modbus to external control 
devices.

The MPS_ia power supply with battery backup 
of up to 30 hours is a universal ia power 
supply for EX I intrinsically safe circuits.  As 
a dual power supply, the MPS_ia can be 
provided with two output stages (maximum 
nominal currents 1.3A, 1.7A, 2.0A, 2.5A).

Depending on specific requirements, the 
power supply is also available as a single 
channel type. 

This variant enables a maximum battery 
backup of up to 30 hours for the 12.3V/1.3A 
version. 

The supply voltage of the universal power 
supply unit (80-265 V AC) can be connected, 
depending on the mechanical design of 
the unit, via cable glands to terminals 
or preassembled via the PC 220 plug-in 
system. Feed through of the supply voltage 
is possible. 

Connection of the intrinsically safe circuit can 
also take place via cable gland or  ME2a** 
connector.  

MPS_ia POWER SUPPLY WITH BAT-
TERY BACKUP

The MPSU power supply with favourable EX 
parameters and battery backup of up to 7 
hours is a universal M1 ia power supply for 
EX I intrinsically safe circuits.  

The MPSU is available with different output 
stages (maximum nominal currents 1.3A, 
1.7A, 2.0A, 2.5A). The supply voltage of 
the universal power supply unit (80-265 V 
AC) can be connected, depending on the 
mechanical design of the unit, via cable 
glands to terminals or preassembled via the 
PC 220 plug-in system. 

Feedthrough of the supply voltage is possible. 
Connection of the intrinsically safe circuit can 
also take place via cable gland or  ME11** 
or ME2A** connector. 

MPSU

EX I  ia  POWER SUPPLY
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TECHNICAL DATA

Uo 
[V]

 Io [A] Lo [µH] Co [µF] Po [w]
Battery 
backup 
time

Weight 
[Kg]

MPS_ia 1***
12,3 
V

1,3 A 250 µH 50 µF 16 W 15 h 61 Kg

MPS_ia 2*
12,5 
V

1,8 A 250 µH 50 µF 22,5 W 11 h 61 Kg

MPS_ia 3*
12,5 
V

2,0 A 217 µH 50 µF 25 W 10 h 61 Kg

MPS_ia 4*
15,0 
V

1,5 A 125 µH 40 µF 22,5 W 11 h 61 Kg

MPS_ia 10**
12,3 
V

1,3 A 250 µH 50 µF 16 W 30 h 61 Kg

MPSU_ia 1***
12,3 
V

1,3 A 250 µH 50 µF 16 W 7 h 39 Kg

MPSU_ia 3***
12,5 
V

2,0 A 217 µH 50 µF 25 W 5 h 39 Kg

MPSU_ia 4***
15,0 
V

1,5 A 125 µH 40 µF 22,5 W 5 h 39 Kg

MPSQ ia. 1***
12,3 
V

1,3 A 300 µH 32 µF 16 W 3 Kg

MPSQ ia. 2***
12,5 
V

1,8 A 168 µH 32 µF 22,5 W 3Kg

MPSQ ia. 3***
12,5 
V

2,0 A 168 µH 32 µF 25 W 3Kg

MPSQ ia. 4***
15,0 
V

1,5 A 125 µH 18 µF 22,5 W 3Kg

MPSQ ia. 5***
12,5 
V

2,5 A 120 µH 32 µF 31,3 W 3Kg

MPSD ia. 1***
12,3 
V

1,3 A 300 µH 32 µF 16 W

MPSD ia. 2***
12,5 
V

1,8 A 168 µH 32 µF 22,5 W

MPSD ia. 3***
12,5 
V

2,0 A 168 µH 32 µF 25 W 

MPSD ia. 4***
15,0 
V

1,5 A 125 µH 18 µF 22,5 W

MPSD ia. 5***
12,5 
V

2,5 A 120 µH 32 µF 31,3 W

MPSOF ia. 1***
12,3 
V

1,3 A 300 µH 32 µF 16 W 3 kg

MPSOF ia. 2***
12,5 
V

1,8 A 168 µH 32 µF 22,5 W 3 kg

MPSOF ia. 3***
12,5 
V

2,0 A 168 µH 32 µF 25 W 3 kg

MPSOF ia. 4***
15,0 
V

1,5 A 125 µH 18 µF 22,5 W 3 kg

MPSOF ia. 5*** 12,5V 2,5A 120µH 32µF 31,3W 3kg

*

The specified 
values are 
limiting values 

Subject to 
t e c h n i c a l 
changes.

The MPSU ia has a 
LCD display. Status 
information is 
displayed in plain text. 

The functions of 
the display can be 
controlled via the 
operating buttons. 

It also serves for 
changing operating 
parameters.
   

EX I  ia  POWER SUPPLY
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SMART LIGHT

MSL.100 IP MINCOS SMART LIGHT

USE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The MSL.100 IP intrinsically safe light is 
used for lighting and signalling purposes in 
underground mines. 

It is equipped with six white LEDs and one red 
LED and offers the functions “Steady light” 
and “Flashing light”. 

The device is connected to the voltage supply 
by means of a three-pin connector. More lights 
can be connected by means of an additional 
socket. The light is fitted in a plastic housing 
with protection type IP 66. 

MECHANICAL PARAMETERS

HOUSING

Material Plastic

Protection type     IP 67

Vibration according to

EN 60068-2-6: 2008-10

(Z-axis direction)

10 Hz to 500 Hz, 5g, 1.5 h

Shock test according to positive 30g, 6 ms

DIN EN 60068-2-27:

2010-02 (3 shocks in

each case)

negative 30g, 6 ms

Salt spray test according

to DIN EN ISO

9227: 2012-09

5 % NaCl, 35 °C, 96 h

Connections MSL-CP3, 3-pin, IP 68

Its essential components are six white LEDs 
and one red LED. There are two connections 
for the voltage supply and the power loop-
through on the base. Four holding magnets 
are located on the rear side as mounting 
aids.

SMART 
LIGHT
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PERFORMANCE DATA

APPROVAL

Operating voltage

10 V DC to 15 V DC

(reduced light intensity at 
<

11 V DC)

Power 
consumption  ≤ 470 mA

Illuminance 49 Lux/2 m

Colour 
temperature 4900 K

The specified technical data are limit values. 
If this product is operated in combination 
with other products, its permissible operat-
ing values may deviate from these limit val-
ues. Subject to technical changes.

LONGWALL LIGHTING

THE VERSATILE PIONEER AMONGST 
THE LED LAMPS: LED TUBE LIGHT 6036

The LED tube light 6036 is a very light-
weight, vibration-proof light with high-per-
formance LEDs in an innovative design. 

Nonetheless, they are exceptionally robust. 

They can be used for general lighting in eve-
ryday work:

The LED tube light 6036 is characterised by an 
extremely long service life and very low weight.
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SYSTEM

BOS OPTICAL FIBRE LINE

BOS OPTICAL FIBRE 
LINE

BOS-C* fibre optic cables have been 
especially designed by Becker Mining Europe 
for use in the mining industry.

Depending on the type, the cables are suited 
for laying in vertical shaft installations and 
roadways, in low-temperature conditions 
down to -40 °C (laying to -10 °C), or in harsh 
operating conditions in the longwall or 
heading area.

PREASSEMBLED 
FIBRE OPTIC CABLES

Preassembled fibre optic cables are 
especially useful for moving automation 

systems and devices or machines 
with network interfaces or when 
these installations only have short 
service lives.

Fixed fibre optic links are very time-
consuming to set up and require 
the use of splice units.

In harsh conditions, on-site splicing 
is not possible at all. BME’s 
preassembled fibre optic cables 
offer compelling solutions in these 
situations.

Also depending on the type, the cables 
comprise 12 to 96 fibres either in the form 
of individual fibres or in one or more bundles. 
The cables are provided with 2, 4, 12, 24, 48, 
or 96 optical plug connectors, as required.

The E2000 snap-in mechanism is provided 
as a standard component in the BOS system.

Extensive testing in German coal mining has 
proven the mechanism to be reliable and 
subject to low losses when combined with 
single-mode fibres.

DESIGN
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BOS OPTICAL FIBRE LINE

BOS cables are available 
as connecting cables with 
permanently mounted, rotary 
cable glands. The pre-assembled 
fibres are supplied in different 
Y-connector lengths to match the 
different fibre optic distributors 
used. This cable type is called a 
connecting cable.

If a terminal device, PLC, camera, 
or monitor is equipped with 
a fibre optic device socket, a 
combination cable is required as 
the connecting cable to the fibre 
optic distributor.

The combination cable is 
preassembled with a device plug 
on one end and a Y-connector on 
the other. BOS fibre optic cables 
are also available as device 
cables with device plugs on both 
ends. They are also available as 
non-preassembled cables by the 
metre.

The cable is used in a mechanically 
protected area as a preassembled 
device cable with 2 or 4 fibres or 
as a connecting cable with up to 
12 preassembled fibres.

BOS-CA

ROADWAY CABLE WITH 12 FIBRES

BOS-CA
Outer jacket

  Material Zero halogen 
compound

  Colour Orange

Outer diameter D Approx. 7 mm

Bending radius

   After laying 10 x D

   During laying 15 x D

Weight Approx. 48 kg/
km

Tensile strength Max. 2.5 kN

Lateral pressure resist-
ance

   Continuous Max. 0.3 kN/dm

   Brief Max. 0.5 kN/dm

Temperature range

   Transport and stor-
age

-25 °C to 70 °C

   Laying -5 °C to 50 °C

   Operation -25 °C to 70 °C

Fire load About 
0.72 MJ/m

Flame resistance with 
functional endurance

- min

BOS-CB

SHAFT AND ROADWAY CABLE 
WITH 4 X 12 FIBRES

The cable is used in a mechanically protected 
area in mine roadways and shafts as a 
connecting cable with up to 96 preassembled 
fibres.
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BOS OPTICAL FIBRE LINE

BOS-CB
Outer jacket

  Material Zero halogen compound

  Colour Orange

Outer diameter D Approx. 12.5 mm

Bending radius

   After laying 10 x D

   During laying 15 x D

Weight Approx. 185 kg/km

Tensile strength Max. 6.0 kN

Slope length for triple 
safety

1,000 m

Lateral pressure resistance

   Continuous Max. 0.3 kN/dm

   Brief Max. 0.5 kN/dm

Temperature range

   Transport and storage -25 °C to 70 °C

   Laying -5 °C to 50 °C

   Operation -40 °C to 70 °C

Fire load About 3.06 MJ/m

Flame resistance with 
functional endurance

- min

BOS-CF
LOW-TEMPERATURE CABLE  
WITH 12 FIBRES

The cable is used in a mechanically protected 
area as a device or connecting cable in mining 
roadways. Its properties make it especially 
suitable as a low-temperature cable for operation 
and transport at temperatures down to - 40 °C.

Due to the high-pressure hose fitted as 
mechanical protection, this cable can only 
be delivered in short lengths and as a 
preassembled device cable.

BOS-CH
External diameter Approx. 17.5 mm

Bending radius Min. 120 mm

Weight Approx. 460 kg/km

Temperature range

  Transport and storage -30 °C to 70 °C

  Laying -5 °C to 50 °C

  Operation -20 °C to 70 °C

BOS-CH
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE IN PROTECTIVE TUBE

The type H cable is a type A cable surrounded 
by a high-pressure hose providing mechanical 
protection.

The cable is used in areas that are exposed 
to greater mechanical wear in order to 
connect devices to the BOS-P** plug system 
in horizontal cable lay configurations.
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BOS OPTICAL FIBRE LINE

TYPE KEY

Right-side Y-connector length or  
on the drum

BOS-C * * * * - .... m

Preassembled fibre count 
(remaining fibres 
are non-preassembled):
0: None
1: 1
2: 2
4: 4
8: 8
A: 12
B: 24
C: 48
D: 96
E: 192

Preassembled connection - cable 
right-side or on the drum:
A: non-preassembled
B: BOS device plug with E2000 
connectors
C: SC connector with ground 
frontal section
D: ST connector with ground 
frontal section
E: E2000 connector with ground 
angular section

Preassembled connection - cable 
left-side or inside the drum:
A: non-preassembled
B: BOS device plug with E2000 
connectors
C: SC connector with ground 
frontal section
D: ST connector with ground 
frontal section
E: E2000 connector with ground 
angular section

Cable type:
A: 12 fibres E9/125 SM 
in 1 bundle
B: 48 fibres E9/125 SM 
in 4 bundles
D: 12 individual fibres E9/125 SM
E: 4 individual fibres E9/125 SM
F: 96 fibres E9/125 SM 
in 8 bundles
G: 192 fibres E9/125 SM 
in 16 bundles
H: 12 fibres E9/125 SM 
in high-pressure hose
I: 12 fibres E9/125 SM 
in 1 bundle
P: 1 fibre E9/125 SM as a patch 
or splicing fibre

C: Cables

BOS connecting cables are characterised by 
their ease of assembly. The preassembled 
cable is fitted with a cable gland with anti-
kink protection (for cables comprising up to 
12 fibres with a screw-in thread M25 x 1.5; 
for cables comprising over 48 fibres with a 
screw-in thread M40x1.5).

The cable gland is connected to the cable 
sheath and can be used as a cable pull up to 
a maximum force of 600 N.

The preassembled fibres of the BOS 
connecting cable are prefabricated as 
a Y-connector (breakout leg) with the 
appropriate length for the terminal device 
(lengths of between 0.5 m and 2.5 m are 
possible depending on the patch distance).

The easily assembled BOS cable gland with 
anti-kink protection is mounted on the cable 
end with the individual fibres. Thanks to its 
special design, the fibre optic cable can still 
be rotated after mounting in the cable gland.

E2000 is the fibre optic standard connector in 
the BOS system. However, other connectors 
or connector combinations can be used.

Combination cable

Connecting cable

BOS CONNECTING CABLES
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BOS device cables are preassembled fibre 
optic cables that are designed for use with 
network devices in moving operating points. 
The cables are fitted with a connector with 
anti-kink protection and 2 or 4 fibres.

The terminal devices are fitted on the outside 
with appropriate device sockets. This means 
that you can set up a network connection 
without having to open the devices.

The device cables can also be set up as 
combination cables (device plug with anti-
kink protection on one end and a Y-connector 
on the other).

BOS DEVICE CABLES

Device cable

BOS  
DISTRIBUTOR

The distributors are manufactured with 
housings made of powder-coated steel 
plating. A housing design made of stainless 
steel is available upon request for use in 
particularly aggressive atmospheres.

BOS distributors for fibre optic cables are 
the product of comprehensive experience in 
mounting fibre optic cables in the German 
coal mining industry.

The distributor dimensions are designed 
to offer an optimal solution to match the 
number of preassembled fibres.

Of course, the BOS cable glands can be used 
to screw the fibre optic cables directly into the 
distributors (thread M25x1.5 / M40x1.5). 
No lock nuts are required for this purpose.

The cable management rings within the 
distributors are matched to the bending 
radius of the fibres. 

Simple small distributors are available 
as feed-through connectors for cables 
comprising up to 12 fibres. Distributors with 
patch panels are also available for roadway 
and shaft cables.

BOS-S 
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE DISTRIBUTORS

BOS DISTRIBUTOR 
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BOS DISTRIBUTOR 

BOS-S    *    *    *    *

S: Distributors 
(splitter)

Dimensions in mm 
(HxWxD)
1: 180 x 360 x 100
2: 210 x 420 x 120
3: 400 x 310 x 260
4: 490 x 610 x 530
5: 555 x 315 x 250 
territorial distributor
6: 555 x 630 x 250 
field distributor
7: 2,000 x 630 x 250 
field distributor
8: 2,000 x 800 x 600

Dimensions in mm 
(HxWxD)
1: Steel sheeting, 
powder-coated
2: Stainless steel 
(only on request)

Equipment:
1: Splice box, 
patch panel
2: Splice box
3: Small distributor
4: Small distributor

Adapters:
1: 6 E2000 duplex
2: 12 E2000 duplex
4: 24 E2000 duplex
5: 48 E2000 duplex
6: 72 E2000 duplex
7: 144 E2000 duplex
8: 288 E2000 duplex

BOS-S1
SMALL DISTRIBUTOR

TYPE KEY

DESIGN

The housing consists of a bottom part and 
a cover attached with four screws. There are 
two threaded holes M25x1.5 on each of the 
two sides of the bottom part. These threaded 
holes are sealed on delivery with dummy 
plugs. The centre of the housing contains 
four splice organisers, each accommodating 
12 fibres, or a patch panel with six E2000 
duplex connectors for connecting cables of 
type BOS-C*EE*. You can have the patch 
panel equipped with SC or ST plugs on 
request.

BOS-S1
Dimensions

Width Approx. 360 mm

Height Approx. 180 mm

Depth Approx. 100 mm

Screw-in thread

Left 2 x M25x1.5

Right 2 x M25x1.5

Cable management brackets 
(BOS-S1121)

8

Degree of protection IP55

Adapters (BOS-S1110)
6 x E2000 duplex 
connectors

Adapters (BOS-S1121) 4 splice organisers

The small distributor is a replacement for 
splice sleeves. Fibre optic cables with a 
maximum of 96 fibres can be spliced or 
branched.
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BOS DISTRIBUTOR 

BOS-S2
SMALL DISTRIBUTOR

The small 
distributor is a 
replacement for 
splice sleeves. 
Fibre optic 
cables with a 
maximum of 
96 fibres can 
be spliced or 
branched.

DESIGN

The housing consists of a bottom part and 
a cover attached with four screws. There 
are two threaded holes M40x1.5 on either 
side of the bottom part. The bottom part 
also incorporates eight splice organisers 
accommodating 12 fibres each.

BOS-S2
Dimensions

Width Approx. 420 mm

Height Approx. 210 mm

Depth Approx. 130 mm

BOS-S3
TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTOR

The housing consists of a bottom part and 
a door that is secured with a sash fastener 
lock.

The bottom part is sealed on both sides and 
on the base with a flange in each case. Each 
flange has three threaded holes M25x1.5 
and one threaded borehole M40x1.5. These 
threaded holes are sealed on delivery with 
dummy plugs.

A swivelling patch panel with up to 24 duplex 
adapters for fibre optic cables of type BOS-
C**E* has been installed into the top part. 
Splice organisers can be retrofitted as 
accessories, if required.  The housing consists 
of a bottom part and a cover attached with 
four screws. There are two threaded holes 
M25x1.5 on either side of the bottom part. 

Screw-in thread

Left 2 x M40x1.5

Right 2 x M40x1.5

Degree of protection IP55

Adapters 8 splice organisers
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BOS DISTRIBUTOR 

BOS-S3
Dimensions

Width Approx. 310 mm

Height Approx. 400 mm

Depth Approx. 260 mm

Screw-in thread

Left 3 x M25x1.5 + 1 x M40x1.5

Right 3 x M25x1.5 + 1 x M40x1.5

Bottom 3 x M25x1.5 + 1 x M40x1.5

Degree of protection IP55

Adapters 24 x E2000 duplex connectors

Up to 12 fibres 1.00 m

From 24 fibres 1.50 m (0.50 m) 

BOS-S5

FIELD DISTRIBUTOR

The housing consists of a bottom part and a 
door that is secured with three sash fastener 
locks.

A patch panel with six duplex adapters is 
mounted in the middle of the base. The cable 
management brackets allow the individual 
optical fibres to be laid in an orderly manner.

Via the field distributor, the incoming 
connecting cable with up to 96 fibres from the 
shaft distributor is either connected through 
to an outgoing connecting cable or branched 
off to territorial distributors through outgoing 
connecting cables with up to 48 fibres.

BOS-S5
Dimensions

Width Approx. 310 mm

Height Approx. 555 mm

Depth Approx. 250 mm

Flange plates, size F3

Left 3 x M25x1.5 + 1 x M40x1.5

Right 3 x M25x1.5 + 1 x M40x1.5

Bottom 3 x M25x1.5 + 1 x M40x1.5

Degree of protection IP55

Adapters
2 x 24 x E2000 duplex 
connectors

Standard Y-connector lengths

Up to 12 fibres 1.00 m

From 24 fibres 1.50 m (0.50 m) 

An individual flange with four threaded 
boreholes M25x1.5 and one threaded 
borehole M40x1.5 is mounted on each of the 
two sides and on the base.

A swivelling patch panel with 24 duplex 
adapters for fibre optic cables of type BOS-
C**E* has been installed into the top and 
bottom parts respectively.
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BOS ACCESSORIES

BOS  
ACCESSORIES

BOS accessories are designed for ease of 
use with fibre optic technology.

FEEDTHROUGHS

Feedthrough sockets comprise a fibre optic 
cable feedthrough with an attached device 
socket.

They are screwed into housings with 
flameproof enclosure "d" type of protection, 
thus enabling device or combination cables 
to be plugged in directly.

BOS-B****S*
FIBRE OPTIC FEEDTHROUGH 
SOCKETS

A fibre optic feedthrough socket is screwed 
into a housing with type of protection “d” 
(Flameproof Enclosure), thus providing a 
connector to the BOS System comprising 
two or four optical waveguides outside the 
housing.

The fibres for connection in the “d” housing 
can be provided in different lengths and 
different optical plug systems.

BOS-B25**S*
EC type examination 
certificate

BVS 05 ATEX E 170 U

Marking I M2 Ex d I

Screw-in thread M25 x 1.5

Temperature range -20 °C to 85 °C

IECEx conformity certificate IECEx EPS 13.00024

Marking Ex d I Mb

Temperature range -20 °C to 85 °C

BOS-B254*
FIBRE OPTIC FEEDTHROUGH SOCKETS 
M25 WITH 2 OR 4 FIBRES

With a feedthrough socket, a housing with 
flameproof enclosure “d” type of protection 
is connected with a housing of any type of 
protection via optical waveguides.

The fibres can be provided on both sides in 
different lengths and different fibre optic plug 
systems.

BOS - B25**S*

BOS - B25**S*
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BOS ACCESSORIES

BOS - B    *   *   *    *    *

B: Feedthrough

External thread
25: M25 x 1.5

Number of fibres
2: two Fibres 
4: four fibres

Fibre type 
B: Single-mode

Preassembled key side:
A: non-preassembled
C: SC connector with 
ground frontal section 
D: ST connector with 
ground angular section
E: E2000 connector with 
ground angular section
F: SC duplex plug with 
ground frontal section
S: Device socket (max. 
four fibres)

Preassembled 
connection, tube side
A: non-preassembled
C: SC connector with 
ground frontal section 
D: ST connector with 
ground angular section
E: E2000 connector with 
ground angular section
F: SC duplex plug with 
ground frontal section

TYPE KEY

CONNECTORS

Connectors for two or four optical fibres are 
available with the device socket and line 
connector designs.

The connectors of type BOS-PP* are used 
only for preassembling fibre optic cables.

They cannot be ordered separately.

BOS-PC2 BOS-PC4 BOS-PS2 BOS-PS4

Screw-in thread - - M25x1.5 M40x1.5

External diameter 40 mm 45 mm 40 mm 45 mm

Length 70 mm 70 mm 70 mm 63 mm

Weight 0.35 kg 0.35 kg 0.25 kg 0.25 kg

Temperature range -40 °C to 85 °C

BOS-PC*
LINE CONNECTOR

BOS-PS*
DEVICE SOCKET

Illustration Designation REF

BOS-PC2 connector, 
2 adapters

40000080

BOS-PC4 connector, 
4 adapters

40000500

Illustration Designation REF

BOS-PS2, M25x1.5 
device socket,  
2 adapters

40000070

BOS-PS4, M40 x1.5 
device socket,  
4 adapters

40000420

The device socket is used as a plug connection 
for BOS device or combination cables. The 
plug connection can be provided as a 2-pin 
or 4-pin connection.

For z-pin sockets, a threaded hole M25x1.5 
or corresponding bushing with lock nut is 
required on the device. The 4-pin socket is 
screwed into a threaded hole M40x1.5.

When not plugged in, the socket is sealed 
with an undetachable cap.
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BOS ACCESSORIES

OTHER BOS ACCESSORY PARTS

MOUNTING PLATES

DESIGNATION PART NUMBER
Mounting plate for 
distributors BOS-S1* and 
BOS-S2* 
660 mm (W) x 330 mm (H)

5318002220

DESIGNATION PART NUMBER
Mounting plate for 
distributor BOS-S3* 
660 mm (W) x 750 mm (H)

5318002120

BOS - P  *  *

Number of adapters:
2: 2 adapters
4: 4 adapters

C: Line connector
S: Socket

P: Plug 

TYPE KEY

MOUNTING HOOK

DESIGNATION PART NUMBER
Mounting plate for 
distributor BOS-S5* 
960 mm (W) x 750 mm 
(H) x 3 mm (D)

5318002020

DESIGNATION PART NUMBER
Mounting hook d = 8 mm, 
750 mm long, opening 30 mm

5318002520

DESIGNATION PART NUMBER
Cable guide for mounting 
plate d = 6 mm, 90 mm long, 
opening 30 mm

5318002620

DESIGNATION PART NUMBER
Cable guide for mounting 
plate d = 6 mm, 90 mm 
long, opening 50 mm

5318002720
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MAGNETIC 
SWITCHES MSD & 

MSI

SUITABLE FOR MINING 
MAGNETIC SWITCHES MSI AND MSD

MAGNETIC SWITCHES MSD & MSI

The BME magnetic switch is characterised 
by its robust construction in a cast brass 
housing. Equally robust magnets guarantee 
a switching distance up to 120 mm or even 
180 mm.

The magnetic switch is available in function 
types „bistable“ MS*2C and „monostable“ 
MS* 2F.

DESIGNATION PART NUMBER
Guide ring 60 mm x 32 mm 4006012920

Cable guide for shaft 
distributor

5204711120

DESIGNATION PART NUMBER
Jointed sickle spanner 
22 mm to 35 mm for cable 
gland

5113030720

DESIGNATION PART NUMBER
Reduction piece M40x1.5 to 
M25x1.5

5113030720

O-ring 40 mm x 25 mm 5112469020

HOOK SPANNER

REDUCTION
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MAGNETIC SWITCHES MSD & MSI

STRUCTURE

The red brass housing is available in a design 
for use in intrinsically safe power circuits MSI 
2* and in flameproof design MSD 2* for EX 
I-protected use in non-intrinsically safe power 
circuits.

The housing is made of corrosion-resistant, 
non-magnetic red brass and painted blue. 
The switching element consists of magnetic 
proximity switches with one change-over 
contact (reed contact) each. 

The switches are encapsulated and attached 
to a 7 mm thick aluminium plate. The 
aluminium plate is mounted to a sheet-steel 
mounting plate in a shock-free manner using 
shock absorbers. The connecting cables of 
the proximity switches are conducted to a six-
pole terminal strip.

The magnetic switch is used in intrinsically 
safe plants as a sensor for moving objects, 
such as mine cages, duorails, monorails etc. 
and is used for position recording.

FUNCTIONS

The MS* 2C magnetic switch contains a 
magnetic proximity switch with two contacts 
used to open and close intrinsically safe 
electrical circuits in intrinsically safe plants. 

The MS* 2C magnetic switch has one stable 
home position.  

Whilst unactuated, the following switching 
state is assumed by the switch:

1 2 3 4 5 6

S2 S1

MONOSTABLE MSI 2C, UNACTUATED 
SWITCH POSITION

The reverse switching state is assumed as 
long as the switch is acted on by a magnet.
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MAGNETIC SWITCHES MSD & MSI

MSI 2F MAGNETIC SWITCH

The polarity of the magnet does not matter 
here.

When using magnets, observe the following 
switching distances:

Magnet type A  max. 18 cm

Magnet type B  max. 12 cm

FUNCTION

The MSI 2F magnetic switch contains a 
magnetic proximity switch with two contacts 
used to open and close intrinsically safe 
electrical circuits in intrinsically safe plants.

The MSI 2F magnetic switch has two stable  
home positions. The following switching state 
is assumed by the switch if a north magnet 
is passed by the switch in the direction indi-
cated with an arrow:

If a second north magnet is passed by the 
switch in the same direction, the switching 
state remains unchanged. 

If a south magnet is passed by the switch in 
the same direction, the switch assumes the 
reverse switching state.

When using magnets, observe the following 
switching distances: 

Magnet type A  max. 18 cm

Magnet type B  max. 12 cm

1 2 3 4 5 6

S2 S1
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 THE MAGNETIC   
 SWITCH

The magnetic switch 
in flameproof design 
is also available in 
the „monostable“ 

and „bistable“ functions. 

TECHNOLOGY CABLE GLAND

SKINTOP® ST-M/STR-M

The SKINTOP® ST-M/STR-M is a polyamide 
cable gland. 

It is suited for universal use in the construc-
tion of machine and equipment, instrumen-
tation and control technology, as well as au-
tomation technology, electrical engineering, 
and robotics. 

It fulfils the high demands on particular func-
tional security.

TECHNICAL DATA

Labelling         I M1 EEx ia I

Ambient temperature range -20 to +40 °C

Mechanical characteristic values

Width Approx. 180 mm

Height Approx. 100 mm

Depth Approx. 67 mm

Weight Approx. 4 kg

Degree of protection IP 54

Threaded hole for cable
gland

M20x1.5

Electrical characteristic values

Input voltage Ui ≤45 V

Contact rating at
32 V AC / 45 V DC

≤1 A

SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Cable gland M20x1.5 Pg 
13.5

4302 0015 04

Magnet type A - South 4220 2020 04

Magnet type A - North 4220 2010 04

Magnet type B - 
South 

4220 2030 04

Magnet type B - 
North 

4220 2025 04

 TECHNOLOGY
CABLE GLAND
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TECHNOLOGY CABLE GLAND

THE SCREW CONNECTION CON-
SISTS OF:
Adapter Polyamid (UL 94/V2)

Cap nut Polyamid (UL 94/V2)

Sealing insert for the blade 
basket

CR/NBR (Ozon- u. UV-
resistant)

O-ring for M 40x1.5 to M 
63x1,5

NBR (Ozon- u. UV-resist-
ant)

Colour RAL 7001, RAL 7035
RAL 9005 (black, UV 
resistant) 

Type version 1,7

Route ST-M = standard
STR-M = with reduction 
sealing insert
(for smaller cable diam-
eters)

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Connecting thread M 12x1.5 to M 63x1.5 

according to EN 60 423 
Tab. 1

Thread Trapezoidal thread

Type of protection IP 68 5 bar/30min, accord-
ing to EN 60 529,
IP 69K according to DIN 40 
050

Tensile relief Cat. A according to EN 
50262

Temperature range Dynamic, -20°C to +100°C
Static -40°C to +100°C

OTHER PROPERTIES:
Permanent vibration protec-
tion, optimum tensile relief, 
large, variable clamping 
ranges M40–M63 with 
O-ring

BSV 36 DUMMY PLUG M36X1.5

USE

The dummy plug is used to seal housing 
openings with thread M36. 

It is suited for housings with flameproof en-
closure „d“ type of explosion protection.

1

2

3
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TECHNOLOGY CABLE GLAND

TECHNICAL DATA
Materials Brass, chrome-plated

Rated quantity Value

Thread Pg 16

Size

30

Permissible cable diam-
eters

9 to 13 mm

Dimensions (length x width) 68 x 36 mm

Weight 0.25 kg

REF 4206132504

Thread Pg 21

Size 36

Permissible cable diam-
eters

13 to 18 mm

Dimensions (length x width) 80 x 42 mm

Weight 0.37 kg

REF 4206133004

Thread Pg 29

Size 46

Permissible cable diam-
eters

16 to 30 mm

Dimensions (length x width) 90 x 54 mm

Weight 0.6 kg

REF 4206133504

Thread of screw-in part M20x1.5

Thread of compression 
element

Pg 16

Size 30

Permissible cable diam-
eters

9 to 13 mm

Dimensions (length x width) 67.5 x 36 mm

Weight 0.24 kg

REF 4302002004

Thread of screw-in part M25x1.5

Thread of compression 
element

Pg 21

Size 36

Permissible cable diam-
eters

13 to 18 mm

TECHNICAL DATA

LABELLING ACCORDING TO AP-
PROVAL
Approval according to ATEX BVS PP 03.2094 EG

Explosion protection label-
ling

EEx d I

IECEx Certificate of Conform-
ity

IECEx BVS 13.0003 U

Explosion protection label-
ling

Ex d I Mb

MECHANICAL VARIABLES

Diameter 42 mm

Length 26 mm

Thread M36x1,5

Approx. depth. 16 mm

Width against flats 55 mm

Material Brass, MS 58 (Cu Zn 39
Pb 3)

Approx. weight 0,2 kg

STRUCTURE
1 Thread M36x1.5 3 O-ring 32 mm x 2 mm

2 Notch for spanner
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USE

The cable gland is suitable for housings with 
intrinsic safety “i” type of explosion protec-
tion. 

You can screw the cable gland into a thread-
ed hole or a housing breakthrough and se-
cure it with a lock nut. 

The rubber seal seals the space between the  
cable gland and the cable and also acts as 
a strain relief. A secured twist lock prevents 
the strain relief from becoming loose.

1 Compression element 5 Sealing ring

2 Twist lock 6 Pressure ring

3 Circular seal 7 Screw-in part

4 Pressure ring

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

TECHNOLOGY CABLE GLAND

The rubber seal seals the space between the 
cable gland and the cable and also acts as 
a strain relief. A secured twist lock prevents 
the strain relief from becoming loose.

The circular seal (position 4 in the exploded 
view of the design) is a transport safety de-
vice. This ensures that a housing fitted with 
a cable gland meets the requirements for in-
gress protection against dust and water (wa-
ter jets and temporary immersion) according 
to IEC 60529:2000, protection types IP65 
and IPX7, even without a cable connection.

TECHNICAL DATA
Material Zinc diecasting

Size 32 mm

Permissible cable diam-
eters

7 to 18 mm

Protection type IP 65 and IP X7

Dimensions L x W 67.5 x 36 mm

Weight Approx. 0.2 kg

CABLE GLAND M25 X 1.5

USE

The cable gland is suitable for housings with 
intrinsic safety “i” type of explosion protec-
tion. You can screw the cable gland into a 
threaded hole or a housing breakthrough and 
secure it with a lock nut.
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CABLE GLAND WITH ADAPTER

USE

For non-reinforced cables and lines (outer 
sheath seal) for attachment to equipment 
with Ex d I / IICIPX7 type of explosion protec-
tion, even without a cable connection.

MATERIAL
Screw neck Malleable cast iron, hot-

dip galvanised

Clamp Malleable cast iron, hot-
dip galvanised

Adapter Brass/grey iron

Pressure ring Blue-chromated steel, 
brass

Antitorsion device Cast brass

Optional Nickel-plated or chromat-
ed surface

Seal EPDM (Viton, neoprene, 
silicone optional)

O-ring Perbunan (Viton, neo-
prene, silicone optional)

TECHNOLOGY CABLE GLAND

1 Compression element 7 O-ring

2 Twist lock 8 Locknut M25 x 1.5

3 Pressure ring 9 Cylinder head screw 
M5x20

4 Circular seal 10 Spring lock washer

5 Sealing ring 11 Plastic disc

6 Screw-in part
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UATR400- SERIES, RESS TAG-READER

The Becker “ATR-400 Series Active Tag 
Reader” is specifically designed to receive 
unique “Tag Identification numbers” as well 
as “Telemetry Metrics Information” radiated 
from their range of Active Tags.

The unit is enclosed in an IP66 enclosure 
and is ideally suited for installation in 
the extreme environmental conditions 
typically encountered in underground mining 
installations. 

Power and Communication connections are 
easily made to the dedicated top printed 
circuit board via standard 5mm pitch screw 
terminals.

Digital Radio signals from active tags are 
received by the external antenna coupled to 
the N-Type connector. The ATR-400 includes 
an ultra-fast speed ASK AGC tracking 
receiver complete with dedicated radio signal 
demodulator & μProcessor. 

UATR400-
SERIES, RESS

This μProcessor validates the received tag 
ID’s and interrupts a second main processor 
with the information only when a complete 
and valid Tag ID is received. 

This ensures that the ATR is always 
ready for instantaneous detection of tags 
transmissions, no matter how busy the main 
processor is. 

This feature is key to minimising the risk of 
active tag congestion when multiple tags are 
being simultaneously detected. An ultra-fast 
receiver is equally as important as very quick 
tag transmission times.
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The secondary main μProcessor is 
responsible for all other executive tasks, 
including maintenance of the received tag 
buffer, peripheral control and executing the 
serial communication protocol engine.

The unit supports industry standard RS485 
connectivity for interfacing to the Tag Reader 
communications network. 

Ethernet, Bluetooth and USB connectivity 
are optionally available under different part 
numbers. 

A serial protocol stack, adapted from IEEE 
standard protocols, but optimised for high 
volume active tag detection systems is fully 

implemented within the 
ATR. 

The serial communication 
protocol includes important 
features, such as 4-way 
(Banking-Transaction-Like) 
messaging verification for 
the tag buffer emptying 
process and automatic 
address reporting against 
“All-Calls”. 

UATR400- SERIES, RESS TAG-READER

The unit is fully capable of off-line operation 
(provided power is maintained) through the 
use of its automatic tag buffer maintenance 
system. 

A FIFO (First In First Out) structure ensures 
that the oldest to newest tag events 
are accurately reported when external 
communication is resumed. 

All detected Active Tag events are DATE/TIME 
stamped with an internal Real Time Clock 
(Lithium Battery Backed-Up). 

A generous collection of externally visible 
diagnostic LED’s simplifies commissioning 
tasks, by displaying diagnostics for all 
common installation & commissioning 
queries. 

Two “Potential-Free” relay contacts are 
included as standard. These may be 
controlled via the Serial Interface or internally 
according to Tag Buffer Status.

All power and communications connections 
are duplicated on the interface PCB to 
facilitate simple multi- drop installation of 
multiple readers.
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UATR400- SERIES, RESS TAG-READER

FUNCTIONAL FEATURES

• 100% Compatible with Becker CATS 
(Centralized Asset Tracking System) 
Client-Server software solution.

• 100% Compatible with all “TX only” 
classes of Becker Active Tags, including 
Cap- Lamp battery Man-Tags, Personnel 
Tags, Asset Tags, Clip Tags, Vehicle Tags, 
Beacon Tags & Long Range Tags

• IP66 Enclosure with outstanding 
environmental ruggedness.

• Pole and Wall bracket-mount facilities, 
whilst still maintaining Ingress Protection 
classification.

• High Speed detection speed & validation 
of Becker Active Tags.

• Industry Standard RS232 Serial 
Connectivity as standard.

• Generous Diagnostic display LED’s to 
simplify commissioning in-situ.

• Duplicate Connection Terminals to 
simplify Multi-drop installations.

• Large Tag Buffer to avoid missing Tag 
Events when operating Offline

• NO DIP switches to worry about. Typical 
DIP switch features such as setting the 
device address are easily handled via the 
serial interface.

• Extensive Serial Protocol document 
available. This allows third party system 
integrators to incorporate the ATR-430 
into their alternative software solutions.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

• Wide IF Bandwidth & simultaneously high 
sensitivity Digital ASK/OOK Receiver 
System. (Operates up to 80kbits/sec)

•  Impervious to the effects of radio carrier 
multi- path commonly encountered in 
mining environments with FSK active tag 
receivers.

• Ultra-Fast ASK level Tracking AGC System 
to tolerate perturbations in AVG RX signal 
level & to detect strong and weak tag TX’s 
extremely close to one another.

• Multi- Processor architecture to maximize 
Tag Acquisition Capture-Time.

• Extensive Diagnostics and Built-In-Test 
features for reliability purposes.

• Manchester Decoder & 16Bit CRC 
Verification included.

• Lithium Battery Backed up Real Time 
Clock (RTC)

• Fully supports isochronous Offline 
operation, provided power is maintained. 
Events reported back in the correct order 
when Online status is restored.

• Highly protected RS485 interface 
lines to make serial interface almost 
indestructible.

• Military-Grade Electrical Interface 
Protection circuitry includes : 5W uni-polar 
and bipolar transorbs for surge arrest & 
series poly-switch (self recovering fuse) to 
protect interface IC’s from

• sustained over-voltage conditions & 15KV 
spike tolerant circuitry on Interface IC’s

• Military-Grade Power Input Protection 
circuitry included.

• 4-Way Transactions [1. Give me information] 
[2. Here is the information] [3. Confirm, I 
got that] [4. Confirm, I see that, OK, I’m 
going to delete it now] ensuring that the 
buffer contents will always be correctly 
reported to the external controlling device

• Programmable on-the-fly Tag Time out 
period from 1 sec to 255 seconds.
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ROUTER ACCESS POINTS

• Wireless VoIP
• Seamless roaming of cli-

ent devices i.e. PDAs and 
Laptops

• Advanced vehicular dis-
patch systems

• Industrial serial communi-
cation devices

• Process Automation
• Any device which can uti-

lize a wireless, serial or fibre backbone   
 

APPLICATION & DESCRIPTION BRIEF

The Becker WRAP235 (Wireless Router Ac-

cess Point) is the primary component used 

in creating the Becker Wi-Fi Intrinsically Safe 

Backbone.  The WRAP235 provides Layer 

3 routing capabilities for wireless networks 

in underground and surface mining environ-

ments.  The Intrinsically Safe design ensures 

safe operation in the hazardous environ-

ments encountered in the mining industry. 

The system supports various configuration 
implementations; ranging from traditional 
distributed antenna backbones, interconnect-
ed via a redundant fibre optic loop, to mixed 
configurations of distributed and leaky feeder 

backbones using redundant 
WDS and redundant fibre 
optic loops.  The unit incor-
porates an additional fibre 
optic port for teeing off the 
main backbone. 

Each unit also includes a 
RS485 bus to communicate 
with any industrial serial de-
vice, such as a Becker EPOD 
for high-resolution resource 

tracking.

THE SYSTEM PROVIDES 
A HIGH SPEED BACKBONE FOR:

• Wireless VoIP

• Seamless roaming of client devices i.e. 
PDAs and Laptops

• Advanced vehicular dispatch systems

• Industrial serial communication devices

• Process Automation

• Any device which can utilize a wireless, 
serial or fibre backbone  

ROUTER ACCESS
POINTS WRAP235
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WLAN VOIP MOBILE PHONE

The internal Layer 3 router contains the log-
ic to route all of the network traffic to the 
correct interface card or to the correct fibre 
port. The router decides where to route the 
network traffic based on the rules configured 
into the router itself. E.g. 

Data packets arrive at one of the Wi-Fi Ports, 
e.g. Wi-Fi Port 1. The router will first validate 
the data packets and then, if the packet is 
not intended for the router itself, extract its 
destination. 

Based on the intended recipient of the data 
packet, the router will either forward the 
packet to Wi-Fi Port 2 or reply to the sender 
of the packet via Wi-Fi Port 1. If there is a 
fibre backbone installed the router will send 
and receive data via the fibre interface, if the 
bandwidth utilization of the wireless interfac-
es exceeds a pre-configured threshold.

Firewall rules can also be configured to con-
trol bandwidth usage of protocols as well as 
provide security to the network.

The WRAP features and internal Active Tag 
Reader that receives unique “Tag identifica-
tion numbers” as well as “Telemetry Metrics 
Information” radiated from Becker Active 
Transponders.   

Data packets consists of electromagnetic 
transmissions along with the EPOD’s unique 
address, EM field strength in the E, Y and Z 
Cartesian axes, the RESS status (ON/OFF), 
the battery charge level and the tag’s unique 
identification number.  Each Tag Detection is 
time-stamped and stored as an “Event” in 
the internal Tag Buffer.

BCOM MP03.*

WLAN VOIP MOBILE PHONE

USE

The BCOM MP03.* WLAN mobile phone is 
used for communication in underground 
mines and their aboveground facilities.

The device is designed for use in potential-
ly explosive atmospheres that require M1 
equipment. It is supplied by a secondary cell 
and provides intrinsically safe “ia” circuits. 
It can continue to operate at increased gas 
concentrations.

WLAN VOIP 
MOBILE PHONE
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WLAN VOIP MOBILE PHONE

TECHNICAL DATA

DESIGN

1 Lamp 11 USB port

2 Receiver earpiece 12 Microphone

3 SOS key 13 Star key/key lock

4 Key for torch 14 Navigation key
[Down]

5 Ok key 15 Answer/start call

6 Right menu button 16 Left menu button

7 Navigation key [Right] 17 Navigation key [Left]

8 On/off switch / end
call

18 Navigation key [Up]

9 Keys of the numeric
pad

19 PTT key

10 Hash key 20 Graphic display

1 Mount 
for carry-
ing cord

3 
Storage 
battery 
cover

2 Loud-
speaker

4 Micro-
phone

General parameters

Label         I M1 Ex ia I Ma

Ambient temperature
range

0 to 50 °C

Degree of protection for the 
housing

IP 54 according to EN
60529

Order designation REF

BCOMMP03.* WLAN mobile phone 
with charger

1 000 001 308

Keypad       24 keys in total

Lighting
8 illuminated indicators for keys, 
4 illuminated indicators for charge 
state

Degree of 
protection

IP54

Explosion 
protection

Intrinsically safe

Hardware 
address

MAC

Standard IEEE802.11b/g

Data 
transmission 
rate

1-54 Mbps

Frequency 2.4 GHz

Modulation
DSSS: CCK (11 Mbps, 5.5 Mbps), 
QPSK (2 Mbps) 
BPSK (1 Mbps)

Transmission 
power

≥17 dBm

Receiving 
sensitivity

< -76 dBm at 11 Mbps

Range Indoors: 300 m / outdoors: 50m

Type of 
encoding

WEP (64/128 bits) / WPAPSK/WPA2 
/ WPS

Audio codecs G. 711 and G.729 a/b

IP configuration
Static and dynamic IP addresses 
(DHCP)

Functions

Push-to-talk function,SOS call at 
the touch of a key, Text messaging, 
Peer-to-peer function,Ping function, 
Key lock, Torch, Firmware updates, 
Automatic connection

Depth Approx. 28.5 mm

Weight Approx. 200 g

TECHNICAL 
PROPERTIES

TECHNICAL 
PROPERTIES

Processor Atheros HS22

Graphic 
display

1.8", 128x160, 
32 K

Recharging 
tray

5 V, 1 A DC 
input

Storage 
battery

Rechargeable 
Li ion storage 
battery 1800 
mAh / 3.7 V
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• Up to four different gases in one    
   compact monitor
• additional analog / digital inputs
• Unique 360° Alarm®
• Auto adjustable backlight
• Programmable alarm set points
• Calibration record, Alarm history
 

FEATURES

The smartsense xed monitor SSFM-100 is an 
all in one gas monitoring station allowing for 
up to four integrated gas sensors into a com-
pact package, with true exibility and reliability 
for environmental monitoring.

The con gurable multi gas, four channel high 
accuracy gas monitor with full range tempera-
ture compensation and its unique

360° Alarm® function is capable of monitor-
ing any combination of gases and with the 
wide range of external inputs allowing for 
customer expansion.

The smartsense xed monitor SSFM-
100 with its integrated controller func-
tions as a black box storing critical in-
formation such as Calibration Record, 
Alarm History and Data logging for 
post-accident investigation.

Three fully programmable alarm set 
points for Alarm and Output controls 
along with Short Term Exposure Lim-
it (STEL) and Time Weighted Average 
(TWA) limits displayed on the extra 
larger LCD display making it possible 
to view the reading from up to 5M away.

Auto-adjustable backlight makes it 
suitable for both underground and sur-
face applications, with a wide range of 

mounting and connectivity accessories.

SMARTSENSE
FIXED MONITOR

SMARTSENSE FIXED MONITOR

TECHNICAL

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS
Power Supply 9 to 24Vdc - Non-IS

9 to 15Vdc IS

Current Consumption <25mA @ 24Vdc
<35mA @ 15Vdc

Operating Temperature - 20 ~ + 40 °C

Humidity 90% Non-Condensing

IP Rating IP67
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GAS SENSING PARAMETERS
Carbon Monoxide

CO

90-50ppm
0-100ppm
0-500ppm
0-1000ppm

Oxygen O2 0-25%

Methane CH4 0-5% v/v

0-100% v/v

Carbon Dioxide 0-5% v/v

Additional Gase

Available

Sulphur Dioxide SO2
Hydrogen Sulphide H2S
Nitrogen Dioxide NO2
Temperature
Humidity
Air Velocity

INTERFACES
Connectivity RS485 Modbus

External Inputs 2 x Digital Input

2 x Analogue Input

4-20mA

0.4 - 2Vdc

200-1000Hz

External Outputs 2 x Independent
Programmable Digital
Output
1 x Analogue 4-20mA

Connectors Quick Connectors or

Glands

ME200 SPEED
MONITORING

USE

 
The speed monitor is used to measure 
the speed and identify the direction of belt 
conveyors. It comprises a carriage fitted with 
a roller and two inductive proximity switches. 
The roller runs along the lower belt of the belt 
conveyor.

Radially spaced cam switches on the roller 
perimeter activate the relevant inductive 
proximity switch. These switching pulses 
are recorded by the evaluation logic and 
transferred to the control unit.

The speed of the belt can be measured 
from the time delay between two pulses. 
The sequence of these pulses defines the 
direction of the belt.
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MECHANICAL PARAMETERS

Length Approx. 600 mm

Width Approx. 320 mm

Height Approx. 200 mm

Weight Approx. 13 kg

Roller diameter 150 mm

CALCULATION OF SWITCHING 

VALUES

Belt speed in 
metres per 
second

0.236 divided by the 
determined pulse train 
time between two cam 
switches

Switching 
frequency in s-1

Conveyor speed in metres 
per second, multiplied by 
4.244

ME 230 WITH TWO NAMUR 
SENSOR”TIEFENBACH”

ME 231 WITH TWO NAMUR-SENSOR

ME 220 WITH NAMUR-SENSOR

ME 200 SPEED MONITOR WITHOUT 
SENSOR

ME 200 SPEED MONITOR WITH MAG-
NETIC SWITCH

ME2 SPEED MONITORING
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DL-P4

The DL-P4 pneumatic control system is used 
for the level dependent control of pneumatic 
waste-water pumps. Possible uses The con-
trol system can be used under the following 
circumstances:

• No electrical power is present.
• In addition to electrical pumps, automati-

cally starting
• compressed-air pumps are used as emer-

gency pumps.
• The pump station and pump are spatially 

separated.

Integration into a water retention system

TECHNICAL DATA
Dimensions and weight

Dimensions WxHxD 380 x 380 x 210 mm

Weight Approx. 12 kg

Operating pressures

Operating pressure Min. 4 bar
Max. 7 bar

Measuring pressure 0.05 bar

Switching point 2 - 5 mbar ( - 2 - 5 cm)

Permissible line lengths

Switching line Max. 150 m

Measuring lines Max. 150 m

Connections

Connections 4x plug-in sleeve connections 
Steck-O 1/4” - DN10

PUMP CONTROL SYSTEM

PUMP CONTROL  
SYSTEM

1 2

3

4

5
6

7

89

10

11
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NS 2.1/1

OFF-TRACK RUNNING SWITCH

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The belt alignment switch is used for moni-
toring sideways movement of a conveyor belt.

The lever, comprising a stainless steel roller, 
generates an electrical switching signal via 
a trigger mechanism when the conveyor belt 
exceeds its maximum permissible deflection. 
The connected control system evaluates the 
signal.

The switch is equipped with positive-opening 
contacts according to EN 60947-5-1. In in-
trinsically safe plants, it is used as a contac-
tor for switching intrinsically safe circuits.

The switch functions on the basis of momen-
tary contact.

DESIGN

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS
1 Lever with stainless 
steel roller

5 Cable gland M20x1.5/
PG13.5

2 Housing, protection 
type IP 54

6 Housing opening for thread 
size M20

3 Sash fastener lock 7 Flange plate 4 x M20

4 Housing opening for 
thread size M25

8 Socket BN 4162, 4- pin, with 
line monitoring

OFF-TRACK RUNNING SWITCH

CONNECTION

INTERFACES

1 Cable gland
M20x1.5/PG13.5

3 -X2, socket type BN
4162, 4-pin

2 -X1, terminal strip
with series terminals
type AKZ 2.5 PA

OFF-TRACK  
RUNNING SWITCH
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TECHNICAL DATA

INTERFACES

Approx. depth 110 mm

Approx. weight 5.4 kg

Performance data

Supply voltage 30 V

Max. Switching capacity 4 A

Parameters

Labelling       I M1 EEx ia I

Ambient temperature range -20 to 40 °C

Input voltage Ui ≤ 30 V

Input current Ii ≤ 4 A

Internal capacitance Ci Negligible

Internal inductance Li Negligible

HOUSING

HOUSING

DISTRIBUTOR BOX WITH 7 TERMI-
NALS VK-E1A

The device is used as a cable distributor in in-
trinsically safe plants to connect and branch 
various intrinsically safe circuits.

Approx. depth 60 mm

Approx. weight 0.7 kg

Labelling

Labelling      I M1 EEx ia I

Permissible ambient 
temperatur according to 
the EC Type-Examination 
Certificate DMT 01 ATEX E 
071

-20 to 40°C
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1 Bore hole for thread sizes 
M20/PG13.5 and M20/PG16

3 Mounting plate

2 Housing, protection type IP54
4 Cable gland M20/
PG16

The unit consists of a housing with protection 
type IP54 with two M20 bore holes. A cable 
gland is mounted to the bottom.

DEVICE CONNECTIONS

1 Terminal strip -X1, type 
500/12 35

2 Cable gland M20/PG16

DESIGN The unit contains one terminal strip with sev-
en European terminals and a cable gland.

The terminals are suited to the connection of 
wires with a diameter of 0.5 to 2.5 mm.

The M20/PG16 cable gland is suited for 
lines with an external cable diameter of 9 to 
14 mm.

The M20/PG13.5 cable gland, defined under 
„Accessories“, is suited for lines with an ex-
ternal cable diameter of 7 to 10 mm.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX WITH 10 TERMI-
NALS VK-E2A

HOUSING
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The device is used as a cable distributor in in-
trinsically safe plants to connect and branch 
various intrinsically safe circuits.

Approx. depth 60 mm

Approx. weight 1 kg

Labelling

Labelling      I M1 EEx ia I

Permissible ambient temperature 
according to the EC Type-Examination 
Certificate DMT 01 ATEX E 071

-20 to 40°C

DESIGN

1 Borehole M25 4 Mounting plate

2 Borehole M20
5 Cable gland M20/

PG13.5

3 Housing, protection type 
IP 54

6 Cable gland M20/PG16

DEVICE CONNECTIONS

1 Terminal strip -X1, type 
500/12 35 DS

3 Cable gland M20/
PG16

2 Cable gland M20/ PG13.5

The device has a terminal strip with 10 Euro-
pean terminals and two cable glands.

The clamps are suited to the connection of 
wires with a diameter of 0.5 to 2.5 mm². The 
M20/ PG13.5 cable gland is suited for lines 
with an external cable diameter of 7 to 10 
mm.

The M20/PG16 cable gland is suited for 
lines with an external cable diameter of 9 to 
14 mm. The M25 cable gland, defined under 
„Accessories“, is suited for lines with an ex-
ternal cable diameter of 13 to 19 mm. 

HOUSING
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DISTRIBUTOR BOX VK-E3A

The device is used as a cable distributor 
in intrinsically safe plants to connect and 
branch various intrinsically safe circuits.

Approx. depth 60 mm

Approx. weight 1.3 kg

Labelling

Labelling      I M1 EEx ia I

Permissible ambient temperature 
according to the EC Type-Examination 
Certificate DMT 01 ATEX E 071

The device consists of a hous-
ing having IP 54 type of pro-
tection with one M25 and four 
M20 boreholes. 

Two cable glands are mounted 
on the bottom.

1 Terminal strip -X1, Type 
500/12 35

3 Cable gland M20/PG16

2 Cable gland M20/PG16

HOUSING
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SENSOR

BETACAP 65

CAPACITIVE LIMIT 
SWITCH

USE

The capacitive limit level sen-
sor BETACAP 65 is used to 
record the limit level of bulk 
goods and non-conductive liq-
uids. 

Typical applications include 
the transfer monitoring to belt 
systems or full indicators in 
coal bunkers.

FUNCTION

The capacitor plates of BETACAP 65 are 
formed by the electrode and the container 
wall. The bulk material acts as dielectric flu-
id. Due to the higher dielectric constant (DK 
value) of the bulk good compared to air, the 
capacitance of the capacitor will increase 
with increasing coverage of the electrode.

DESIGN

BETACAP 65 consists of the following compo-
nents: Housing with electronics module and 
port, process connector, electrode and grav-
ity weight. A BN port with four poles is used 
as a plug-in port. Furthermore,the housing is 
equipped with terminals for the evaluation 
device.

TECHNICAL DATA

EC-type examination 
certificate

BVS 06 ATEX E 
153 X

Labelling
          I M2 EEx ia I

Ambient temperature 
range

-50 ... 150°C

Supply voltage ≤ 15 V DC

Current draw ≤ 76 mA

Output signal 4 ... 20 mA

Error message ≤ 2.3 mA

Sensor length 0.2 ... 32 m

Weight 1,950 g

Gravity weight 900 g

Rope weight 220 g/m

Tensile load ≤ 10 kN

SENSOR
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BETAPULS 68

RADAR SENSOR

SENSOR

USE

The radar sensor is suited for the level meas-
urement of bulk goods and liquids.

FUNCTION

The antenna system emits extremely short 
microwave impulses of low transmission 
power to the product to be measured which 
are reflected by the bulk material surface and 
received again by the antenna system. From 
the distance, a signal proportional to the 
level is calculated from the container dimen-
sions entered.

DESIGN

The radar sensor consists of a probe head, a 
flushing air supply connection, a flange and a 
parabolic antenna. A nonreturn valve can be 
connected to the flushing air supply connec-
tion. Cables are inserted through a Becker 
Hirschmann adapter at the probe head. The 
flange is mounted to a swivel bracket.

TECHNICAL DATA
EC-type examination cer-
tificate

BVS 06 ATEX E 153 X

Labelling       I M2 EEx ia I

Ambient temperature range -50 ... 150°C

Supply voltage ≤ 15 V DC

Current draw ≤ 76 mA

Output signal 4 ... 20 mA

Error message ≤ 2.3 mA

Sensor length 0.2 ... 32 m

Weight 1,950 g

Gravity weight 900 g

Rope weight 220 g/m

Tensile load ≤ 10 kN

FLUSHING AIR SUPPLY CONNECTION
Pressure 6 bar

Air flow at 0.5 bar approx. 50 l/min

Air flow at 3.0 bar approx. 100 l/min

Air flow with non-return
valve at 0.55 bar

approx. 20 l/min

Air flow with non-return valve at 3.0 
bar

approx. 85 l/min

Nonreturn valve (supplied with the device) 4 ... 20 mA

for a pipe diameter of 6 mm

Opening pressure 0.5 bar

Nominal pressure rating PN250

Parabolic antenna

Diameter approx. 243 mm

Dimensions (depending on
flange size, housing)

5.6 kg

Electrical properties

Supply voltage 15 ... 30 V DC
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SENSOR

BETAVIB**

VIBRATION LIMIT SWITCH

USE

The BETAVIB** is a lim-
it position sensor that 
uses the vibration prin-
ciple.

Due to a vibration meas-
urement system, the vi-
bration limit switches 
can be used almost independently of the 
chemical and physical properties of the bulk 
material. It also works under strong external 
vibrations or in case of changing feed mate-
rial.

Typical applications include protection 
against overflow and dry running.

FUNCTION

The vibrating rod is driven piezo-electrically 
and vibrates at its mechanical resonance 
frequency. The piezos are attached mechani-
cally and are thus not subject to temperature 
shock limitations.

If the vibrating element is covered with feed 
material, the vibration amplitude changes. 
This change is detected by the installed elec-
tronic insert and converted into a switching 
command.

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8

9

1 Process 
connection

6 Housing 
cap

2 vibrating 
element

7 Securing 
mechanism 
for housing 
cap

3 Threaded 
screw 
connection 
G1½” 

8 Pre-
assembled 
connection

4 seal 9 Earthing 
terminal

5 Threaded 
hexagon 
screw con-
nection, 46 
mm

1 Connection for Becker-
Hirschmann-Adapter

2 Earthing

1

2

1 - Sensor 3 + Sensor

2 Not 4 not

1 2

34
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1 Connecting terminals to 
pre-assembled connection

4 DIL-Schalter zur Be-
triebsarten Umschaltung
„min/max“

2 Pilot light 5 Erdungsklemme

3 Potentiometer for switching 
point adaptation (covered)

1

2
3

4

5

Display Meaning

Green Vibrating element is not covered

Red Vibrating element is covered and 

red (flash-
ing)

Fault (<2.3 mA)

WARNING LIGHT (ITEM 2)

PILOT LIGHT (ITEM 3)

Adaptation of the switching point to the bulk 
material. It is preset at the factory and cov-
ered with a sticker. It must be changed only 
in borderline cases.
The potentiometer is at the centre position 
ex works (0.05 g/cm3 to 1 g/cm3).

In case of particularly lightweight bulk mate-
rials, turn to the left limit stop (0.02 g/cm3 
to 0.1 g/cm3 or, rather, 0.0007 Ibs/in3 to 
0.0036 Ibs/in3). 

SENSOR

The BETAVIB** is thus more sensitive and 
can detect lightweight bulk materials more 
securely.

For particularly heavy bulk materials, turn 
the potentiometer to the right limit stop (> 
0.3 g/cm3 or, rather, > 0.011 Ibs/ in3). The 
BETAVIB** thus becomes less sensitive.

These values do not apply to devices for sol-
ids detection in water. The potentiometer is 
set at the factory and must not be changed.

OPERATING MODE SWITCHOVER 
(ITEM 4)

With the operating mode switchover („Min/
Max“), the output current can be defined. In 
case of use with an evaluation unit, the oper-
ating mode switchover function is generally 
set to the Max mode.

max Maximum level detection 
and/or overflow protection

min Minimum level detection 
and/or dry-running protec-
tion

VARIABLES ACCORDING TO THE 
TYPE EXAMINATION CERTIFICATE

EC Type Examination BVS 05 ATEX E077

Certificate labelling        I M2 EEx ia I

Supply voltage Ui 30 V

Supply current Ii 131 mA

Supply line Pi 983 mW

Protection class according 
to EN 60529

IP 66

Temperature range -40 °C to  70 °C

Temperature range with 
BHA 01.*

-20 °C to  60 °C
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SENSOR

TECHNICAL DATA
BETAVIB TYPE KEY

VB61.
VB63.

* * * * * * *

| | | | | | | | | | | Cable gland/
plug connection

| | | | | | | | | | | M M20x1.5 / without

| | | | | | | | | | | |  N  1/2NPT / 
without

| | | | | | | | | | | E  ATEX I M1 Becker-  
Hirschmann adapter

| | | | | | | | | Housing/type of protection

| | | | | | | | | V  Stainless steel housing
1.4435 (316L) IP66

| | | | | | | Electronics

| | | | | | | Z  Two-wire (intrinsically safe  
design)

| | | | | Process connection thread, flange,    
LA, T.Clamp, Tuchenhagen

| | | Design/temperature range/ material

| | | A Standard/-40°C to 150°C/1.4435 (316L)

| | | B With adapter/-40°C to 250°C/1.4435 
(316L)

| | | C Detection of solids in water/-40°C to 
150°C/1.4435 (316L)

| Approval

| TX ATEX I M2 EEx ia I

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS

Supply voltage 10 V DC to 18 V DC

Signal Two-wire

connection 4-pole Hirschmann

BETAVIB 63
MECHANICAL VARIABLES

MECHANICAL VARIABLES

Material Stainless steel

Humidity (non-condensing) 20 % to 85 %

Weight 2 kg

Approx. feed material  density > 0,02 g/cm3

Length of vibrating rod 235 mm

Max. lateral load of vibrating rod 400 N

Process pressure -1 bar to 16 bar

Material Stainless steel

Humidity (non-
condensing)

20 % bis 85 %

Approx. weight 
without exten-
sion

2 kg

Length of ex-
tension tube

Up to 2000 mm

Approx. weight 1,5 kg

Approx.feed 
material den-
sity

> 0,02 g/cm3

Length of 
vibrating rod

235 mm

Max. lateral 
load of vibrat-
ing rod

400 N

Process pres-
sure

-1 bar to  16 
bar

The specified technical data are limit values. If this product 
is operated in combination with other products, its permis-
sible operating values may deviate from these limit values. 
Subject to technical changes.
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